
Political Sociology
Tutorial 5 | Memos

plus bonus feedback
on the reading quizzes

http://www.gocomics.com/calvinandhobbes/1993/02/11


Quiz No. 1 
grades and 
feedback

http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1111/j.1741-3737.2005.00175.x/abstract


Shapiro Luke’s third face of power

Shapiro Gaventa, Powerlessness

Shapiro Hirschman, Exit, Voice and Loyalty

Rodrik Bretton Woods

Neundorf and Smets Age-Period-Cohort effects

Neundorf and Smets Generational replacement

Putnam Balanced reciprocity

Putnam Networks of civic engagement



Group 2



Group 2



Group 2



Group 2



Group 3



Group 3



Group 3



Group 3



The rest of this tutorial is 
entirely about your memos

Open your memo folder and 
all instructions documents



Reminders

Slides for… cover…

Week 1 a few memo examples

Week 2 formulating research questions

Week 3 finding sources to build a literature review

Week 4 organising and selecting/citing sources

N.B. The slides for Week 4 include the memo deadline 
and submission guidelines (via Google Drive)



EXAMPLE

https://pro.magnumphotos.com/C.aspx?VP3=SearchResult&ALID=2K1HRG989FHW
https://perma.cc/MJW2-7E8Z


Studying contentious episodes

● Do we have actual data on the composition of the 
movement? on its claims? on its leaders?

e.g. whether the movement is gender-balanced

● Are we yet able to distinguish between the movement 
itself and its intellectualisation by outsiders?

e.g. claims that the movement is populist or not

● How much do we know about state repression of, and 
reaction to, the movement?

… or about e.g. its representational outcomes?

https://www.cairn.info/revue-francaise-de-science-politique-1997-1-page-3.htm
https://www.alternatives-economiques.fr/gilets-jaunes-raisons-de-colere/00086999
https://www.monde-diplomatique.fr/2019/01/RIMBERT/59406
https://blogs.mediapart.fr/edition/les-invites-de-mediapart/article/120119/nous-ne-serons-pas-les-chiens-de-garde-de-letat
https://theconversation.com/quest-ce-quun-mouvement-social-populiste-comprendre-les-gilets-jaunes-109411
https://www.mediapart.fr/journal/france/160119/gilets-jaunes-les-armes-de-l-escalade-policiere?onglet=full
https://samuelhayat.wordpress.com/2018/12/24/les-gilets-jaunes-et-la-question-democratique/


Studying revolutionary episodes

Skocpol, Theda. 1979. States and Social Revolutions. Cambridge: Cambridge 
University Press.

Collins, Randall. 1993. “Maturation of the State-Centered Theory of Revolution and 
Ideology.” Sociological Theory 11: 117-28.

Goldstone, Jack A. 1991. Revolution and Rebellion in the Early Modern World. 
Berkeley: University of California Press.

Goodwin, Jeff, 2001. No Other Way Out. States and Revolutionary Movements, 
1945-1991. Cambridge: Cambridge University Press.

Sohrabi, Nader. 1995. “Historicizing Revolutions: Constitutional Revolutions in the 
Ottoman Empire, Iran, and Russia, 1905-1908,” American Journal of Sociology 100: 
1383-1447.







Draft memo 
grading and 
instructions

http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1111/j.1741-3737.2005.00175.x/abstract


(Re)drafting strategy

Answer in a maximum of two paragraphs

● I want to study … ( topic )

● Specifically, I want to use ( theory ) … to explain how …

● I will show that ( 1 ) …, and that ( 2 ) …

● My audience is … ( target audience )

● In summary, …

● My sources are cited in my text and listed at the end.

Then, progressively expand to memo-length







https://doi.org/10.1017/S1744133114000231
https://doi.org/10.1017/S1744133114000231


https://doi.org/10.1017/S1744133114000231


https://doi.org/10.1017/S1744133114000231


https://doi.org/10.1017/S1744133114000231


Primary sources (first-hand material)

https://doi.org/10.1017/S1744133114000231


Secondary sources (existing studies)

https://doi.org/10.1017/S1744133114000231




Tip: Accessing hard-to-reach Web links

Access

Wayback Machine

Archive.is (.fo, .today)

Outline · example

Archive

Same services, or

Print as PDF

https://archive.org/
https://archive.org/
https://archive.today/
https://outline.com/
https://outline.com/RFYr7x
https://outline.com/


10 minute break

http://www.phdcomics.com/comics/archive.php?comicid=1126


Style
Spelling should be impeccable. 
‘Frenglish’ terms are banned.

Sources should all be properly cited 
and referenced in Harvard style.

Text should be formatted exactly as 
shown in your memo template.



● Write for a strictly English-speaking audience

… i.e. who cannot read any French

➞ All figures, tables, maps etc. should be in English

➞ Recompose data taken from French sources

Now, French references are naturally accepted, but…

● Practice your academic English skills

➞ Use a dual-language search strategy for sources

➞ Learn to cite and reference sources properly

Language rules



● Write in full words

○ No contractions: no “don’t, can’t, it’s”

○ No single numbers: “four parties”, “23%”

● Remove unnecessary words

○ “The” is less needed in English than in French

○ Your “Indeed,” “So,”  “Thus,” are rarely justified

● Check your final ‘s’ letters

Possessive ‘s’ ≠ Third-person ‘s’ ≠ Plural ‘s’

English language



Read Peter Moskos’ Grammar 101

http://petermoskos.com/files/misc/Grammar101.pdf
http://petermoskos.com/files/misc/Grammar101.pdf


English punctuation

● Punctuation: no! spaces? before: stop; marks.

● Quotes: “use ‘English’ quotes,” not « chevrons »

● Capitalization: English Uses More Capital Letters

● Footnotes

○ Go after punctuation marks

○ Are for side comments, not references.1

_________________
1 Use Harvard style for references (Olsen 1993: 77–8)



Francophones! Read this brochure, esp. pp. 3–13

http://www.depa.univ-paris8.fr/IMG/pdf/Brochure_LEC1.pdf
http://www.depa.univ-paris8.fr/IMG/pdf/Brochure_LEC1.pdf


Substance
Concision
= min Length × max Clarity

Coherence
= min Ambiguity × max Logic

Logic
≠ random logical connectors



Writing tips by Josh Bernoff / 1

http://withoutbullshit.com/
http://withoutbullshit.com/


Writing tips by Josh Bernoff / 2

http://withoutbullshit.com/
http://withoutbullshit.com/
http://withoutbullshit.com/


Relevance
Analysis 
= Theoretical basis × Factual basis

Recommendations
= Relevance to audience × Strategy

Audience 
≠ dead, academic, or out of office



● Your real-world target audience

○ Is part of a decision-making or policy-making body

e.g. governments (any level), IGOs

e.g. CSOs / NGOs, lobbies, think tanks

○ Is currently in office (neither dead or retired)

● Your recommendations

○ Are logically connected to the rest of your memo

○ Are strategically relevant to your target audience

Audience / Recommendations



● Spell-checking is not enough — e.g.

○ ‘To what extent’

○ Mixed past and present tenses

○ Excessive passive voice

● Write in multiple stages:

○ Write ‘version 1’ — and wait 24 hours

○ Read ‘version 1’ again — proofread and revise it

○ Do not stop before ‘version 4’

Proofreading / Revising



● Paragraphs

¶ Contain 3+ sentences, and span less than 8 lines

¶ Do not start with indents — do not ⇥ first lines

● Document

○ Do not remove page breaks from the template

○ Leave your text left-aligned, as in the template

○ Check figures and tables stay readable when printed

(Your memo will be printed on A4 paper.)

Formatting / 1



Formatting / 2

All paragraphs

● Start with a sentence that makes sense on its own

● Mention all tables and figures featured in the memo

All sources

● Come from reliable publications (double-check!)

● Are cited where they are used in the text

● Are listed at the end only if they are cited in the text



Figure 1. Monthly Market 
Capitalization of Major US banks.

Source: Reinke and Culpepper 
(2014), Figure 2.

If the figure has been altered

Source: adapted from Reinke and 
Culpepper (2014), Figure 2.

If the figure is original work

Source: author’s calculations.

Reprinting figures and tables

http://journals.sagepub.com/doi/abs/10.1177/0032329214547342
http://journals.sagepub.com/doi/abs/10.1177/0032329214547342


Next session
Read Lipset and 
Rokkan 1967

The reading is in English, but there is a 
French translation: see the ‘Readings’ 
folder on Google Drive (‘W6-FR’ file).



♯ Tracklist for Tutorial 5

● Mahavishnu Orchestra, “You Know You Know” (1971)

(instrumental)

● Sex Pistols, “Problems” (1977)

Too many problems
Oh why am I here
I need to be me
‘Cos you’re all too clear

● Cristobal Tapia De Veer, “Meditative Chaos” (2014)

(instrumental)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=q9aH-bf3F3k
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AyAcfxLtamg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ijAUeVRYLN8

